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About
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EAST.Finance is a decentralized synthetic asset issuance protocol built on Ethereum 
and Waves Enterprise. EAST.Finance provides issuance, interchange and cross-chain 
functionality of a stablecoin backed in 50/50 by Real-world assets and various crypto 
assets. This stablecoin, EAST (Enterprise Algorithmic Stable Token), protects its users 
from the risk of volatility and ensures a sustainability layer of enterprise-grade 
ecosystem that combines traditional financial assets with a DeFi approach.



The protocol also allows issuers and liquidators to earn a profit depending on market 
conditions of collateralized assets. EAST.Finance is based on smart contracts, 
cross-chain gateways and oracles - a special account to provide price feeds into 
various components of the protocol.


1 East (Enterprise Algorithmic

Stable Token) = 1 USD

collateralization

(50/50)

WEST (Waves Enterprise 
mainnet native token)

Waves Enterprise Ethereum

Algorithmic stabilization mechanisms 
based on smart-contracts

USDap (BondAppetit 
Stable Coin - 100% 
RWA- collateralized)

To issue EAST user should 
contribute only WEST. The overall 
multi-asset collaterization will be 
done automatically

USDap is purchased 
automatically via dedicated 
smart contract

Availale as ERC-20 and Waves Enterprise 
mainnet token 



EAST.Finance ecosystem

Protocol actors:

BondAppétit is the first DeFi protocol that connects real-world debt instruments 
with the Ethereum ecosystem. The protocol issues a unique stablecoin backed 
by real-world debt instruments (USDap). Learn more at https://bondappetit.io/

Waves Enterprise is an enterprise-grade blockchain platform for building 
fault-tolerant digital infrastructures. As a hybrid solution, it combines both public 
and private networks. The platform is fueled by the Waves Enterprise System 
Token (WEST), the native utility token of payment for all network operations. 
Learn more at https://wavesenterprise.com/

Other participants to join in 2021

Issuer is a smart contract user that issues a required amount of EAST. The 
issuer posts collateral (WEST) in excess of the value of EAST he will get in order 
to guarantee price stabilization mechanism.



Liquidator is a smart contract user that buys volatile collateral (WEST) and 
supplies stable collateral (USDap) to cover market volatility in case of a 
collateral price drop. Liquidation helps to ensure that EAST is always backed by 
an appropriate amount of collateral.

BondAppétit protocol

Waves Enterprise



Price stabilization 
mechanism

1 EAST = (RWAShare ÷ WEST$) + ((1 – RWAShare) ÷ 
WEST$ x Collateral rate)

(0,5 ÷ 0,2) + ((1 - 0,5) ÷ 0,2 x 250%) x 100 = 5 + (0,5 ÷ 0,1 x 2,5) x 

100 = 2,5 + (2,5 x 2,5) x 100 = 8,75 x 100 = 875 WEST

 Issuance of 100 EAST (100$)

EAST price stability is ensured by significant over-collateralization (collateral rate 
is 250% on average but can be higher or lower depending on market volatility) 
combined with a liquidation mechanism. A volatile collateral asset (WEST at 
Phase #1) can be replaced with a stable collateral asset (USDap); liquidation ratio 
discount is in the range of 20% to 50%.

• RWAShare - Share of USDap token (backed by Real-world assets)

• WEST$ - WEST market price in USD

• Collateral rate - Over-collateralization of WEST


WEST market price is 0,2$

USDap share should be 0.5

Collateral rate is 250%

The Issuer puts 875 WEST (175$) into a smart contract. The contract purchases 
50 USDap (50$), the other part (125$) is being used as over-collateral.

Example.



If WEST price goes down

If WEST price goes up


Liquidation rate is 150% of collateral value on average but can be higher or lower 
depending on market volatility. If the liquidation rate is 150% and collateral rate is 
250%, the liquidation mechanism starts when WEST’s price goes down by more 
than 60%.



In that case the issuer can increase collateralization to avoid liquidation 
threshold and add additional WEST to the smart contract. In case it hits the 
liquidation threshold a liquidator can buy out WEST with 20% - 50% discount 
paying with USDap.



In this situation EAST can be temporarily backed by USDap (Real-World assets, 
actually) more than 50%. To fix the collateralization ratio back to 50/50 USDap 
brought in EAST. Financing by liquidators will be used instead of the next 
automatic purchase from BondAppétit protocol.


If the % of over-collateralization is greater than the original value (250% on 
average) the issuer will be able to issue additional EAST or get part of his 
WEST collateral back.




Phase #1

The launch of EAST.Finance is expected in June 2021. Phase #1 will bring 
production-ready protocol with fully audited smart-contracts and all of the 
above-described functionality including EAST token available in Ethereum (as 
ERC-20 token) and Waves Enterprise’ public networks. 



With the launch of this Phase EAST will be available at a number of decentralized 
and centralized exchanges including waves.exchange.


ask@east.finance


EAST.Finance is developed and driven by EAST Foundation - a decentralized 
team of blockchain and smart contract developers committed to the 
development and successful launch of the Enterprise Algorithmic Stable 
Token. You can contact us via ask@east.finance 

Phase #2 will enter into force in H2 2021 and introduce additional (to BondAppétit 
and Waves Enterprise) ecosystem projects and collateral assets together with 
higher levels of decentralization.
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